
God cares about how we think – those thoughts we entertain that drive our attitudes

and behaviors. The scriptures tell us God expects us to stand guard at the gate of

our mind, to take every thought captive and align it so it is obedient to Christ.

But how, exactly, do we do that? How does the mind work? Where do beliefs, habits,

attitudes, and expectations come from? How do they get in there – particularly the

ones that  are hurtful or harmful to us? Why do we get stuck in patterns of behaviors

we don’t like and know aren’t pleasing to God? And how do we get unstuck? Like the

Apostle Paul in Romans 7, we cry, “I do not understand what I do. For what I want to

do I do not do. But what I hate, I do.”

AUTHORITYIDENTITY INHERITANCE

How do we manage something we know little about?

Salvation is the gift of God for us;
Sanctification is the work of God
in us; but transformation is the

command of God to us.

As followers of Christ Jesus, we have been given a new identity, inheritance, and

authority to do good works which God prepared in advance for us. But often we hold

ourselves back and under-live our lives far below our God-given purpose and

potential. While our position in Christ is secure, areas of our disposition still need to

mature. It’s those mental enemies that become the mortal enemies of the destiny life

God has ordained for us. Destiny Living helps you identify and demolish strongholds

and overcome challenges so you can live fully in the freedom Christ came to give.



the three foundational principles for living your God-designed destiny

the essence, intentions, and invitation of God for igniting your purpose-filled

potential

the dynamics of change and growth and why it often feels so hard

the seven necessary steps for all sustainable growth to occur

understanding how the mind functions so you can begin to manage what’s

been managing you

what happens in the brain with thought, and how beliefs are built

the power of the tongue and how it sets the course for your destiny

the critical step of forgiveness and releasing toxic emotions for body, mind,

and spirit

how to build new beliefs in the brain that are aligned with who God is and

what He says about you

tools for building perseverance and tenacity in times of trial

how to reclaim territory satan has stolen so you can become a deeper

expression of Jesus Christ in this world.

Destiny Living is a 10-unit, online program designed to take the body of Christ

deeper into the heart of the Father, the mind of Christ and the power of Holy

Spirit by providing spiritual truths and neurocognitive tools to renew the mind.

Participants will learn:

BRING DESTINY LIVING TO YOUR CONGREGATION

“DO NOT CONFORM TO THE PATTERN OF THIS WORLD,  BUT
BE TRANSFORMED BY THE RENEWING OF YOUR MIND” 

– ROMANS 12:2



GETTING STARTED WITH DESTINY LIVING
Destiny Living has options for individuals and groups. For

questions or assistance please contact us today. 

INDIVIDUALS | $49.99

Interested in taking Destiny Living at your own pace? Sign up for individual access to
the online course. Start immediately with the course materials available as a digital
download or purchase a print copy to have mailed to you. Individuals have online
access for one year from the purchase date. 

COURSE MATERIAL PRINT BOOK ADD-ON | $18.99

SMALL GROUP LEADER | $79.99

Taking Destiny Living in a group environment is a rewarding experience. For $79.99, your

group leader will receive online access to the course for one year and digital downloads

of the course materials and the leader's discussion guide. Participants in your group will

purchase the course materials book for $18.99 each with options to have individual online

access. 

LEADER'S DISCUSSION GUIDE PRINT BOOK | $18.99 

COURSE MATERIALS PRINT BOOK | $18.99 (PER PERSON)

PARTICIPANT INDIVIDUAL ONLINE ACCESS | $49.99 (OPTIONAL) 

LEARN MORE AT DESTINYMAKERS.ORG/DESTINYLIVING

https://destinymakers.org/destinyliving

